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A Simplicial Algorithm for Testing the Integral Property
of a Polytope

7.aifu Yang '

nhslracf. Given an n-dimensional simplex

P-{aE R"~a;aCh;,i-1,...,nt1 }

where IZ" is tt~e n-dimensional Euclidean space, the question is to de-

termine whether P contains an integral point or not. We propose a

simplicial algorithm to answer the question based on a specific integer

labcling rulc and thc Ki-t,riangulation of R". Starting Írorn an arbitrary

integral point of R", the algorithm terminates within a finite number of

ste,ps with either an integral point in P or proving there is no integral

point in P. The algorithm also applies to general polytopes. One promi-

nent feature of the algorithm is that the structure of the algorithm is

very simple and it can be easily implemented on a computer. Moreover,

the algorithm is computationally very simple, flexible and stable.

Iieywords: Polytope, integral point, simplicial method, integer linear

progranirning.

1 Introduction

Given a polytope P, for example, the convex hull of n f 1 affinely independent

vectors of R", the question is to determine whether P contains an integral point or

'Department of Econometrics and CentER for Economic Research, Tilburg llniversity,

Posthox 90153, b000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands
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not. We develop a sirnplicial algorithrn I,o solve the prublem. 'I'hc~ algorithm is based

on a spcci(ic intcgcr labcling rulc and I,hc Ki I,riangulal.iun uf ll". 'I'hc inain fc,al urc,

uf Lhc algorithm can bc describcvl av follows: '1'hc~ algurithni snlydividcs Ir" inlu

n-dimensional simplicea such that all integral points of II" are the vertices of the

triangulation, and then assigns an integer to each integral point oí R" according to

the labeling rule. Starting from an arbitrary integral point, the algorithm generates

a sequence of a,djacent simplices of varying dimension and terminates with either

the YES or (exclusively) NO answer within a finite number of st.eps. In 1'ES case,

the algorithm finds an integral point in P. The NO answer shows that there is no

integral point in P.

Our work was rnotivated by thc works of Scarf [ll] and of Uang and ~.an

Maaren [1]. However, Scarf's algorithm is based on prirnit.ivc, sc,ts. Although I)ang

and van Maaren's algorithm is also based on simplices, it doc~. not guarankec, to

providc the YES or NO anawer. Our algorithm and labcling rule are very much

different from Dang and van Maaren's. We would also like t.o point out that our

algorithm could date back to the work of van der Laan and Talman [5], although

their algorithm was introduced to compute a fixed point of a continuous function.

The remainder of the paper is summarized next. In Section 2 the labeling

rule and basic theorems are introduced. Section 3 gives a full description of the

algorithm. In Section 4 we shall demonstrate how to transform the problems into

the standard form. In Section 5 we apply the algorithm to general n-dimensional

polytopes. In Section 6 we deal with lower dimensional polytopes. Concluding

remarks are found in Section 7.
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2 Integer labeling Rule

'I'h~. ~rrobl~~rn is to tcst I,hc~ inl,egral property of an n-dirnensional simplex P given

by

P-{xE R"]i1xGb},

where a;T -(a;t,...,a;n) is the i-th row of the n~ 1 by n matix A for i- 1, .-.,

n-~ l, and b-(b~, --., b„~r )T is a vector of R"tl. Without loss of generality we

assurne that, a~, ..., a„ti are integral vectors of R", and b- (bi,-.-,6„~r)T is an

integral vector of Rnt'. Notice that since the polytope P is full dirnensional, the

origin of li:" is contained in the interior of the convex hull oí the vectors ar, -.-,

a„t~. As usual, Z" denotes the set of all integral points in R". Let N denote the

set { I,..., n~ l} and N-; the set N without the index i, for i E N. Compared with

thc labeling rnles of Scarf [] I] and of Dang and van Maaren [1], We introduce the

following labcling rulc.

Labeling Rule: We assign x E Z" with thc label l(x) - i if i is the smallest index

for which

aTx-b;-max{a~ x-b~~a~x-b~~O,jEN}.

IfaTxGb;foralli-l,...,nfl,thenl(x)-0.

Notice that if l(x) - 0, then P contains at least one integral point. Let T

be the Iíi-triangulation of R" to be described in the next section. This simplicial

subdivision of R" is such that the collection of the vertices of simplices in T is the

set of all integral points of R". We denote a simplex with vertices xr,...,x"}r by

a(x' , ., x"}r ). Given an n-dimensional simplex o(xl, ..., x"}~ ) in T, let

G(o) - { l(xr ), ..., l(x"fr ) }.

An n-simplex o is called a completely labeled simplex if ~L(v)] - n~ 1. Specifically,

an n-simplex a is called a completely labeled simplex of type I if G(a) - { 0} ~J N-;



for an index i E N. Whereas an n-aimplex a is called a completely labeled simplex
of type 1! if L(o) - N. Observe that a completely labeled simplex of type I has a

vertex being an integral point in P.

Now we state our basic results.

Theorem 2.1 The Labeling Rule nesults in at least one completely labeled sim-

plex.

Proof: It immediately follows from induction. We omit the details. o

IPurthermore, one can derive the following sharper and more important results.

Theorem 2.2 IJ P does not contain any integrnl point, then ihe Labeling Rule

results in a unique completely labeled simplex.

Clearly, the unique completely labeled simplex must be of type II. A proof of the

above theorem ia deferred to Section 4. This theorem can be seen as a generalization

of the following lemma (see van der Laan [4] and Talman [14]).

Lemma 2.3 Choose an arbitmry point c E R". We assign x E Zn with the label

1(x) - i íji is the smallest index for which

x; - c; - rnax{ :c~ - ui ~ xi - c~ ~ 0, j E N}.

Ij x; G c; jor all i - 1, --., n, we assign x with the label l(x) - n~ I. Then there
exists a unique completely labeled simplex.

Theorem 2.4 If P has an integral point, then the Labeling Rule results in al

least n f 1 completely labeled simplir.es. Moneover, thcm cxists al mosl ortr

completely labeled simplex of type II.

Proof: The first part can be derived by induction. The second part follows from

Lhc sarnc linc of Lhc, proof of Thrnrcm 2.2. p
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We point out that all theorems above can be rather easily demonstrated by the

algorithm to be presented in the next section. Let us give some examples.

f;xample 1. We are given

P-{aER~~a;TxGb;,i-1,2,3)

whcrc ai -(3,2)T, al -(1,-1)T and a;r -(-3,-I)T, 6r - I, lrr --I and

63 - 1. 'Chis cxample is shown in Figure 1 where there are three completely labeled

sitnpliccs. Onc of Lhcrn is of Lype ll. 'f'hc othcr two arc of Lypc l.

(?xa,nplc'l. Wc aro givcn

I'-txEli~~a;TxCh;,i-1,2,3}

where al -(2,-1)T, az -(3,1)T and aa -(-3,0)T, bl - 1, bz - 2 and 63 --1.

This example is illustrated in Figure 2 where there is a unique completely labeled

sirnplex of type 1!.

3 The algorithm

In this section we shall discuss how to operate the algorithm in the Kr-triangulation

of R" to find a completety labeled simplex within a finite number of steps. We define

a sct of n f 1 vectors of Rn by

9(

and

) - -e(i),i - 1,...,n

n
9(n -~ 1) - ~ e(t),

~-r
wtrere e(í) denotes the i-th unit vector of R", i- I,..., n.

In the, rest of the section we assume that the simplex P associated with matrix

A is given such that
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a. a~„~r~~ G 0 for j- 1, ..., n;

b. a;; ~ 0 for i- 1, ..-, n; and

c. a;~GOand~~-r~a;~[Ca;;fori~j,i,j-1,.. ,n.

Such a formulation of the polytope P is referred to as the standazd form. Obser~.e

t.hat the standard form ia rather similar Lo Lhe Ilormitc nonnal forrn (sn~ c~.~..

[8, 13]). In thc nexl. section wc shall show that any n-dimcn.~ioual sirnplex I' c:tn hc~

rc.wtructurod iuto thc standard forrn. Morcx,vcr, it is madily lo drrivc thc following

lemma.

Lemma 3.1 Let a simplex P á given in the standand form. If P contains two
integrnl points xt and x~, it also contains the integrnl point

2 - (InaX{xl,xl),...,maX{xn,Sn})T.

Now we introduce the Kr-triangulation of R" (see [~4, 14, l5]) which underlies

the algorithm. lf xr E Z" and a is a permutation of the set { 1,2,...,n }, thcn

denot.c by o(xr, a) the n-simplex with verticcw xr,..., x"tr where .r'tr - x' ~ c~(tr(i))

for cach i - I,...,n. hinally, Ict Kr bc thc, colla~tion of all suc li sinrpliccw.

Let v be an integral point of R". T'he point v will be the starting poínt of t.he
algorithm. Uefine for T being a proper subsct of N tlrc regiuns :1(T) by

A(1')-{xER"~x-vf~ai9(7),~.r?O,jE~I'}.
iET

Notice that the dimenaion of A(T) is t with t- ~T~. For a proper subset T of :`'
a(t - 1)-simplex o(xt,...,xc), 1 G t C n, is called '1'-complete if the vertices of
o carry all labels of the set T. Note that every zero-dimensional simplex { y} is
{ I(y) }-complete in case l(y) ~ 0.

Now we can formally describe the ateps of the algorithm as follows.
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St,ep 0. Set t- 0, x' - v, T- 0, rr(T) - 0, o-{ xr }, á- x', R; - 0, i- 1, .,

nfl,andb-l.

Stcp I.('alcula.tc 1(x) and sct, 1, - 1(x). If l, - 0, an integral point is found and thc

algorithm terminatES. If L is not an element of T, go to Stcp 3. Otherwise

l(i) - l(x') for exactly one vertex x' ~ i of Q.

Step 'L. If s- t-F 1 and R„~~~ - 0, go to Step 4. Otherwise v and R are adapted

according to Table 1 by replacing x'. Set b- b t 1. Return to Step 1 with i

equal to the new vertex of a.

Step 3. If t - n, a completely labeled simplex of type II is found and the algorithm

terminates. Otherwise, a(T~J{ L })-complete simplex is found and T be-

comc~s T ~J{ L}, a(T) becomes ( a(1), ..., a(t), L), o becomes o(x', a(T)) and

t becomes t~ 1. Set 6- b f 1. Return to Step 1 with á equal to x'}'.

Step 4. Let for some k, k G t, xk be the vertex of o with label rr(t). Then T becomes

'l`{ n(t) }, rr(T) becomes ( a(1),...,n(t-1)), v becomes v(x',rr(T)), t becomcs

t- 1 and return to Step 2 with s- k and b- b-F 1.

We denote by E(i) the i-th unit vector of R"t', i E N.

Table ]. Pivot rules if the vertex x' of o(xr,a) is replaced.

x' becomes rr(T) becomes R becomes

s-l x't9(~(1)) ( ~(2),...,rr(t),~(1)) R-fE(~(1))

1 G s G t f 1 x' (a(1),...,a(s),rr(s-1),...,rr(t)) R

s- t~- 1 x' -9(~(t)) (~(t),~(1),...,a(t - 1)) R- E(~Ít))

In order to prove the convergence of the algorithm, we need to borrow some

notions from graph thcory. First, let us dcfine a graph, denoted by I'. We say a

sirnplex a is a node iF it satifies one of the following conditions:
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(1). a-{ v} and l(v) ~ 0;

(2). A(t - 1)-facet, say r, of o is a T-complete for a proper subset T of N.

We say two nodes Q~ and a~ in A(T), are adjacent and connected by an edge if on~
of the following casea occura:

(1). o~ and oz share a common facet r which is T-complete;

(2). either o~ is a T-complete facet of o2 or oz is a T-complete facet of o~.

Observe that the above relationahip is symmetric the edges are not necessaril~-

ordered. Finally, we define the degree of a node o in the graph by the number

of nodes which are adjacent to a, denoted by deg(o). 13y adopting the standard

argument in van der Laan and Talman [5, 6~, we Iead to the following observation.

Lemma 3.2 Let o be a node in the graph 1'. 'l'hen

(1~. dcg(a) - I whcn o-{ v};

(2~. deg(a) - 1 when v is a completely labeled simple.r; and

(3). deg(Q) - 2 in all other cases.

Lemma 3.2 implies that the sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension

starting from the 0-dimenaional aimplex { v} may lead to a completely labeled

simplex, or may terminate with an integral point in P, or may go to infinity. We
will prove that the latter case can bc excluded.

As uorm wc~ usc f.hc l:uclidean uonn in R". Wc uow dcliuc~ an upc~n ball of radius

ry ccntered at v by

f3(7)-{:rER"~~~2-v~~ C7}.

We havc the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.3 For any pmper subset 7' of N, there is no 7'-complete (t - 1)-

simplex in A(T)`B(ry) provided that y is chosen to be a su~iciently large number.

Proo(: IL is a straightforward consequence of the fact that when operating in R",

the algorithrn always moves into the direction in which for some j E N, the function

a~a- b~ is stricLly decreasing because of q(i)Ta; G 0 for all i E N. O.

Now it is easy to obtain the following result by noticing that the number of nodes

in the graph 1' is finitc and the algorithm will never return to a node previously

visited.

Lemma 3.4 f,et an n-simplex P be given in the standardform. Then the algo-

rilhm will terminate with an integra! point in P or a completely labeled simplex of

type, ll, within a finite number of steps.

Theorem 3.5 Let a simplex P 6e given in the standardform. Then the Labeling

Rule precludes the pos.sibility of the coexi.stence of a completely labeled simplex of

lype I and a completely labeled simplex of type Il.

Proof: We only need to consider the case in which P contains an integral point,

say xo, i.e., Axo G b. het us suppose to the contrary that there is a completely

labcled sirnplex of typc !l, say Q(x',a). Without loss of generality wc may assume

t,hat. a is cqual to (1,...,n). It implies that 1(x') - i for any i E N. Now it is easy

I,o scx that thcrc is a propcr subset T of N such that

xr - xo ~- ~ r~9(1),
iET

whcre r; are positive integers for all i E T. Let us consider the case in which

a~ - x~ ~- kq(s) for some positive integer k and some index s E N. The general case

can be demonstrated in the same fashion. The following cases need to be addressed:
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(1). If s- 1, it follows that

a~ xl - br - ai (xo f k9(I)) - bl

- aT xo - bl ~- kai9(1)

G -kall

G 0.

It impliea that 1(xr) ~ 1. It is a contradiction.

(2). If 1 G s G n~ 1, then x' - xv ~- ~~-i q(i) ~ kq(s). We have

as2' - Ó~ - a~ (xo ~ ~i-1 rll:) f kq(s)) - ba

- a;xv - 6, f a. (k9(s) t~i-i 9(i))

~ (-kó~s f ~i-1 laail)

c 0.

It implies that l(x') ~ s. It is again a contrariiction.

(3). lf s- n t 1, then x"t! - xo ~~~ ! q(i) } kq(Ty f I). Wc, havc

ant'xntt - bntt - antllxo f~i-1 4(E) -~ kq(T! ~ 1)) - hntl

- antrxo - bntr f a,r,tr (kq(n -~ 1) f~~ r 9(t))

c (k - I ) ~; , a(ntlli

c 0.

It implies that 1(x"t') ~ n~ 1. It is also a contradiction. p

We now summarize the above discussions.

Theorem 3.8 7he algorithm lerrninales Toilh eilhrr aT! inlrqral poinl in 1' nr

(exclusivelyJ a completely labeled simplex oj lypc ll rnhich slaou:c that them is no

integrnl point in P, within a finile number oj iterations.

Now we sketch a proof for the first part oí Theorem 2.4. Let P be given in the

standard form. Consider the simplest case in which P contains a single integral
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point, say eo. The general case can be shown in a similar way. Choose w to be

t hc sl,arting point sincc it is allowed. 1'ake an arbitrary index k from N and set

l(w) - k artificially. 'I'hen the algorithm will terminate with a completely labeled

simplex, say rrk, within a finite number of steps. H w is a vertex of ok, then restore

t.hc truc labcl of w, i.e., l(w) - 0. Hence rrk is of type l. Otherwise, it must be of

type 11. However, Lhis can not happen according to Theorem 3.5. Hence repeat

the procedure over all indices of N. We complete the proof.

Let us ilhrstrate thc algorithm by some examples.

Example 3. "I'he polytope is given by

P-{xEltZ~a;xGb;,i-1,2,3},

whcre ar -(2,-l)T, a2 -(-1,3)T, and aa -(-1,-1)T, b~ - 1, b,i --l,

and 63 - 1. 'The paths generated by the algorithm lead from vr -(4, -4)T and

vZ -(4, 4)T to the integral point (0, -1)T in P, respectively, and are shown in

Figure 3.

Example 4. The polytope is given by

P-{xER2~a;aGb;,i-1,2,3},

whcre ar - ( 4,-1)T, as - ( 0,1)T, and a3 -(- 3,~)T, 6r - 1, b~ - 2, and 63 -

-l. The path generated by the algorithm leads from v-(4,-4)T to the unique

completely labeled simplex of type II and is demonstrated in Figure 4.

4 Reformulation

In order to conform to t,he standard form, Iet us come back to the problem. We are

givcn an n-dirnensional simplex

P-{xER"~AxCb},
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where aT -(a;~,...,a;,,) is the i-th row of A for i E N, and L-(b~,..., b„~~)T.

A liucar Lransfunnatiou (I is call~~d a uni~nudnlar Lr:u~.furnutliun if (I is bijiv ~.ivi~

on 'I,". We re,call that U is unimodular if and only if the cntrics of U arc int.~gral

and thc determinant of U is equal to I or -L Lct A be the product AU. I( (' is

unimodular, it is readily seen that given an integral point x and y - Ux, Ay C 6 if

and only if Áx C b. Now we present the following transformation theorem.

Theorem 4.1 For any given n-dimensional simplr,x

P-{xER"~AxC6},

there exists a unimodular matrix U such that A- AU has thc standard form as
defined in the previous section.

Proof: It can be easily ahown by induction (se~e~ e.g., Whit.c ~16~) Lhat thcre is ;~

unimodulaz matrix V such that

B-AV-

where "~" stands for positive, and „-~ for zero or negative, and "--" for negative
in the sequel. Since B is a productive Leontief matrix, there exists a strictly positive
integral vector y E Z" (i.e., all components of y are positive) satisfying

f

By-z-

Now we can assume that the greatest common divisor of all components of y is l.
denoted by g.c.d(yl,...,y„) - 1. In case y~ -.- y„ - 1, let U- V. We are
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done. Ot,herwise, it is clear thaL there exists a unimodular matrix W such that.

y- Wq(n f 1). Notice that W does not change the sign of the components of

q(n ~ I). Now it follows from the basic gcromctry theory that thcrc is a unimodular

rnatrix 'L such that

A- 13WZ

kccps t.he same sign as f3 and

BWZW-ry - i -

Let U- VWZ. We complete the proof. 0

We remark that the origin of R" is still contained in the interior of the convex

hull of thc vcctors á~,..., a„~t. For n-`l, wc can construct such unimodular

matrices by adapting Scarf's method in [10]. Now the algorithm can be applied.

Let us give some examples.

I:xarnple Fi. We are given

0 -1

A- 1 1 .

-1 0
'I'hen

such that

U-

1 0

~1 - 0 1

-1 -1
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Let b~ - 0, b2 - 1, and 63 - 0. That is,

P-{zER~~a;TxG6;,i-1,2,3}.

Example 6. We are given

Then

U-

such that

2 -I

n - -I 3

-1 -1
Let 61 - 1, bz --1, and 63 - 1. Observe that this example is taken from Example

1 and Examplc 3, respectively. See Figure 3 where there are three completel~-

labeled simplices of type I after having been transformed. In Lhis case there is no

completely labeled simplex of type II. The reader should compare Figure 1 with

Figure 3.

Example 7. We are given

2 -1

f1 - 3 1

-3 0
'I'hen

U-
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such that

4 -1
Á - 0 1

-3 0

I,et bi - 1, b1 - 2 and 63 --1. Then A and A correspond to i:xample 2 and

f:xample 4, respectively. See Figure 2 and Figure 4.

h.xarnplc 8. We are given

P-{xER~~a;TxGb;,i-1,2,3}

whe.rc ar -(3,-1~T, a~ -(-3,2)T and a3 -(-1,-1)T, br - 2, bz --1 and

63 - 0. See Figure 5 where there are three completely labeled simpGces. One of

them is of type II. The other two are of type I. We use the following unimodular

transformation

U-

suctr that

2 -1
-1 2
-2 -1

Now it is easy to check that the resulting polytope generates no completely ]abeled

simplcx of type II. In fact the Labeling Rule results in three completely labeled

simplices of type I in this case, see Figure 6. Compare Figure 5 with Figure 6.

I?xarnple 9. We are given

A-
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Then

0 I 0

U- 0 0 1

-1 -I -1

auch that

Á-

Let b~ - I, o-j - lr~ - 2, and 64 --1. Then wc get the corresponding polytopes.

One may wonder how to get a unimodular matrix. Clearly, the identity I„ is
unimodular. In order to obtain a non-trivial unimodular matrix, however, we need

to study some other examples and their effect when they postmultiply a matrix A

and premultiply a vector x.

(i) Interchange: U is equal to I„ except that the k-th column of U is e(l) and the
l-th column of U ia e(k). Thia transformation switches columns k and ! of A

and awitches the k-th and 1-th components of x.

(ii) R.eversal of sign: U is equal to I„ except that the k-th column of U is equal
to -e(k). U changea the sign of the entries of the k-th column of A and of

the k-th component of x.

(iii) Addition: U is equal to I„ except that the (k,1)-th entry of U, k ~(, is equal to

one. This tranaformation replaces the 1-th column of A by the sum of columns

k and l and replaces the k-th component of x by thc sum of components k

and l.

The following reault can be found in Newman [9].
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Theorem 4.2 Every unimodular matrix can 6e expressed as a finite pnoduct oj

unimodular matrices oj type (i), ( ii) and (iii).

Now let us give a proof of Theorem 2.2. We are given a polytope which has the

standard form. Since I' contains no integral point, the algorithm terminates with

a completely labeled simplex of type II, say, vl(x', ~r), within a finite number of

steps. Suppose to the contrary that there is another completely labeled simplex of

tpyc Il, say, v2(,yl, p). Without loss of generality we may assume that a is equal

to (1, ..., n) and x' - y' for all i E N exccpt for some index k, I C k G n t 1. IL

implies that !(x') - I(y') - í for all i E N. We have to consider the following cases:

(1). ff k- 1, then y~ - xn}1 ~- q(1). Since l(xn}1) - n~ 1, we have

an}~xn}1 - bn}i 1 a;x"}1 - b~ i- 1 ... ~n.

Purther, we have

an}ly' - bn}1 - an}11~n}' f 9l1)) - bn}1
T n}I

~ an}1x - bntl

1 a~ xn}~ - b~

i ay(xn}~ ~ y(1)) - b~

- ai y~ - b~.

[L rneans that l(y' )~ 1. It is a contradiction.

(2). If 1 G k G n~ 1, then yk - xk-' ~ q(k). Since 1(xk-') - k - 1, it implies

t.hat

T k-1 T k-1ak-~x - bk-~ i ak x - bk.

Ilcnce we have

ak-lyk - bk-~ - ak-1(xk-1 } 9(~)) - bk-1

- ak-lxk-' - bk-1 ~ ak-19(k)

1 akxk-' - bk f ak 4(~)

~ ak (xk-~ f 9(k)) - bk

- ak yk - bk.
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It means that 1(yk) ~ k. It is again a contradiction.

(3). If k- n t 1, then yn}1 - xl - q(n). Noti(:c LhaL

a,T,xl - 6" ? a~}lxl - b"}l.

We have

any"}1 - bn - (In ( xl - 9(n)) - bn

1 a,T,}Ixl - bn}1 - a~9(n)
T 1 Ti an}lx - Ón}1 - an}19(n)

- an}1(xl - Q(n)) - bn}1
T n}1

- an}ly - bn}1-

It means that !(yn}1) ~ n-} 1. It is also a contradiction. O

5 Extension to general n-dimensional polytopes

Let Im denote Lhe set of integers { I,..., m}. '1'he problem is to test the integral

property of a general n-dimensional polytope P given by

P-{xER"~AxCb},

where a;T -(a;l,...,a;") ia the i-th row of the m by n matrix A for i- 1, ..., m,

and 6 -(bl, -.., 6m)T is a vector of Rm. It is clear that m~ n f 1. As usual we

may aeaume that al,..., a,,, aze integral vectors of R", and b-(bl,...,bm)T is an

integral vector of Rm. Finally we assume that none of the constraints aTx G 6;.

i E Im, is redundant, and that there is a subset J, with cardinality n f 1, of Im

such that

{ x E R" ~ aT.t c b;, i E J}

is an n-dimensional simplex. In the acqucl we take J-.N for simplicity of notation.
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Compared with the labeling rule in Section 2, we have the following generalized

labeling rule.

Generalized Labeling Rule: If there is an index i E Im for which a~ x- 6; ~ 0,

we assign x E Z" with the label

l(x)-min{jEN~a~x-6~-mN{aÁx-6h} }.

If ahx c bh for all h E I,,,, then l(x) - 0.

Similarly, we have the following results.

Theorem 5.1 If P does not contain any integral point, then the Generalized

Gabeling Rule results in a unique completely labeled simplex. Moreover, the unique

completely labeled simplex must 6e of type II.

Theorem 5.2 If P contains an integral point, then the Generalized Labeling

{[ule resu[ts in at least n f 1 completely [abeled simplices. Moreover, there exists at

rnost one completcl,y labr,led simplex of type II.

Correspondingly, we can mformulate any n-dimensional polytope 1' into Lhe stan-

dard form: namely, the first n f 1 rows of the matrix A satisfy the conditions

(a), (b) and (c) as defined in Section 3. Observe that the standard form does not

impose any condition on the constraint vectors a; for i E Im`N. This indicates that

ií we trans(orm the problems into the standard form, we only nced to focus on the

first n~- 1 constraint vectors and then postmultiply the rest constraint vectors by

thc resulting unimodular matrix U.

Lct us give some examples.

1?xarnple 10. We are given

P-{xER~~a;xG6;,i-1,...,5}

where ar - (2,-1)T, a2 - (- 1,3)T, aa - (-1,-2)T, aa - ( 2,1)T, and as -

(-2,0)T, 6~ - 1, 6z - 3, 63 - 2, 64 - 2, and 6s - 3. This example is shown in
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Figure 7 where there are three completely labeled sirnplices oí type 1.

Example 11. We are given

P-{xER~~a~xGb;,i-1,-. ,5}

where ai - (3,-2)T, as - (-1,4)T, a3 - (-5,-8)T, a~ - (3,2)T, and as -

(0, -4)T, br - 2, 6~ - 3, 63 --4, b4 - 4, and bs --1. This example is illustrated

in Figure 8 where there is a unique completely labeled simplex of type II.

Example 12. We are given

P-{xER'~a;xcb;,i-1,...,5 }

where ar - (3,-2)T, a~ - (-1,2)T, a3 - (-1,-2)T, a4 - (0,5)T, and as -
(0, -5)T, 6r - 6, bs - 2, b3 - 0, 6~ - 4, and bs --1. This example is depicted in
Figure 9 where there is a unique completely labeled simplex oí type 1I.
Example 13. We are given

P-{xER'~a;TxGb;,á-1,2,3,4}

where at -(2,-1)T, as -(-1,2)T a3 - ( O,-2)T, and a4 -(-10,0)T, b~ - 4,

6z --2, b3 - 3, and b~ - 11. This example is shown in I'igure 10 where there

are three completely labeled simplice9. One oí them is of type II. The other two

are of Lype I. '1'hc. pathe generated by thc- algorithm Icad fronr v~ -(-4, -'l)T

and v~ -( 4, -4)T to the unique completely labeled simplex of type II. While

the path generated by the algorithm leads from v3 -(4, 2)T to a feasible integral

point ( 2, 0)T. In the following, we shall call the algorithm in Section 3 the Basic

algorithm.

From the previous example, the reader may notice that the Basic algorithrn
does not provide a definite answer in case it terminates with a completely labeled
simplex of type II. In order to get a definite answer, Ict us definc for k E N a
subset Ck of Z" by

Ck-{xEZ"~a~x~6~ for jEN-k}.
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Now wc establish our Global procedure.

Stcp(1). Set k - 1.

Step(2). Choose a starting point vk E Ck and implement the Basic algorithm. If an

integral point in P is found, then stop. Otherwise, k becomes k~ 1.

Sten(31. If k- n t 2, then ston. Qtherwise, go to Step (2).

The procedure is shown in Figure 10 by Example 13 where v~ E Cr, v2 E C2, and

v' E C3. The procedure Ieads to the integral point (2,0)T which gives a definite

answcr to thc problem. Now wc turn to dI3cUS3 how to obtain a starting point

vk E Ck. For each k E N, we define

9(k) - -9(k).

1~'or x E 7,n, wc assign x with thc label

1(a) -min{j E N-k~a~a-6~ - min{6h2-bh,hE N-klah2-bh CO}}.

[fahx-bh~OforallhEN-k,thenl(x)-0.

Now we can apply the Basic algorithm by using l(.) and q(.) instead of 1(.)

and q(.). It is easy to verify that the Basic algorithm will find an integral point

vk E Ck within a finite number of steps. We illustrate the algorithm in Figure 11

by Example 13. Take for instance k- 3 and v-(-2,-3)T. The algorithm finds

an integral point in C3, namely, (3,1)T.

We conclude with the following observation.

Theorem 5.3 Ginen a polytope P in the standard form, the Global procedure

terminates either with an integral point in P or a completely labeled simplez of type

II wlair.h proves lhere is no integral point in P, within a finite number oj steps.
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6 Extension to general lower dimensional poly-

topes

In the previoua section we asaume that the polytopc P in Il" is n-dimensional and

that none of the constraints a; x G b; is redundant. If the set f' is lower-dimensional

set in R" we may asaume under the same conditions that P can be expressed as

P-{xER"~a;xCb;,i-1,..-,m, and c;x-d;,i-1,...,mr },

where dimP - n- mr, for eome m~, 0 G mr G n. As usual we assume that al....,
a,,,, c~,..., c,,,, aze integral vectors of R", and bl, . .., b,,,, d~,...,d,,,, are integers. Let

A denote an m x n matrix whose rowa aze ai , ..., a,r,,, and let b- (61i... , 6m)r

Moreover, let C be an m1 x n matrix whose rows are ci ,..., c„r,, , and let d-

(dl, .-., d,,,~ )r. We define a set Q by

Q-{xEZn~Cx-d}.

It is clear that if Q ia empty, then P has no integral point.

In such cases we can tranaform the polytopea into full low-dimensional ones by

reducing the number of variables in polynomial time. To do so, we first introduce

one definition.

Definition 6.1 An m~ x mr nonsingalar integer matrix H is called in Hermite

normal form ij it satísfies the follovnng conditions:

(1). H is lomer triangular and h;~ - 0 jor í G j;

(2~. h;; 1 0 for í- 1, .. ., mr; and

(8). h;~ G 0 and ~h;~~ G h;; jor i ~ j.

The following two reaulte can be found in e.g., [8, 13~.
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Theorem 6.2 Given lhe matriz C, there ezists an n x n unimodular matriz U

such that

(iJ. CU -( H, 0) and H is in Hermite normal Jorm;

(ií). H-1C is an integer matrix.

A polynomial-time algorithm for finding U and H can be also found in [8, 13]. Now

let H and U-(U,, UZ) be as in Theorem 6.2, with an n x m' matrix and UZ an

n x (n - m' ) rnatrix.

Theorem 6.3

~i). Q is nonempty ij and only ij H-'.d E Z".

(ii). IjQ is nonempty, every solution ojQ can be written as

x- U,.H-'.d ~ UZ.z, z E Zn-m~

in case Q- 0 , P contains no integral point. While Q is nonempty, we have

ló-{yER"

-{yEli"`

-{yER"

-{yER"

Let.

AUy G b, and CUy - d}

AUy G b, and [H,O]y - d}

y-((H-'d)T,ZT)T, and AU((H-'d)T, zT)T c b,Z E Rn-m~ }

y-((H-`d)T , ïT)T, and Áz c 6, z E Rn-m~ }.

l~ -{ z E Rn-m~ I AZ G b}.

Uoing so Icads to an ( n - m' )-dimensional polytopc P in tl"-"'~ . Now thc rest.

discussions are the same as in the previous section. Let us demonstrate by one

example as follows: We are given a polytope

P-{xEl~~a;xGb;,i-1,2,3, andc;x-d,},
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where ai -(- 1,0,0)T, as -(0,-1,0)T, a3 -(0,0,-1)T, ci -(4, 12,2)T, bi - 0,
6~ - 0, b3 - 1, and d1 - 2. Then we have

C-[4122],

and
CU-[200].

Moreover, we decompose U as U-(U~, UZ)

and

3 -7

Us - -1 2

0 2

Notice LhaL yl - L We get a 2-dimensional polytope

P-{zER~~ÁzC6}

where

-3 7

Á - 1 -2 ,

0 -2
and b - (1,0,0)T.
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7 Concluding remarks

Some preliminary numerical tesults indicate that the algorithm works remarkably

well. A large number of large-scale instances ( more than 100, 000 variables ) is also

being carried out. The instances can be easily created according to the standard

form. The reader should have no difficulty in making such a program by himself.

~b'c. shall r~~~;ort. numerical results and t}~c cornplexity analysis of the algoeitl-irn in

thc ncxt papcr.

flere we do not discuss the index theory. In fact the reader can build up an

index thcory Cor the algorithm by himself. The interested reader is encouraged to

rcad van dcr I.aan [4] and Scarf (11] for insightful discussions. Finally, we point

out that the future research shall be focused on how to efíiciently tranaform the

problems into the standard form.
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